Hong Kong is where the world comes for business, arts, culture and innovation. Right on the doorstep of Chinese Mainland and just a short flight from Southeast Asia’s most celebrated destinations. Hong Kong’s buzzing metropolitan heart, breathtaking natural beauty and international culture represent a well-balanced ancient traditions and modern life. It is our pride to call Hong Kong the “Asia’s World City”.

Global Engagement Office
ST305, 3/F Ng Wing Hong Building
The Hong Kong Polytechnic University
Hung Hom, Kowloon
Hong Kong

inbound.exchange@polyu.edu.hk  |  +852 2766 5116
www.polyu.edu.hk/geo

Please refer to www.polyu.edu.hk/geo/exchange-and-study-abroad/incoming-students for the latest programme information.

Information provided in this booklet is as of 10 September 2021. PolyU reserves the rights to change the content without prior notice.

Official languages: English and Chinese

One of Asia Pacific’s leading design and innovation centres

One of the safest cities in the world*

*8th in Safe Cities Index 2021
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We Speak Your Language

Transportation Ease
Food Extravaganza
Scenic Hiking Trails
Energetic Arts Community

PolyU
Where East Meets West

Over 7 million people

Gateway to Chinese Mainland
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The Hong Kong Polytechnic University is ideally located in the heart of Hong Kong. It is ranked 91st in the World University Rankings 2022. It is renowned for its spirit of determination and for providing students with global opportunities to make social impactful changes.

An experiential learning module that integrates community service with academic study which assist students in making social impactful changes. Buddy programme pairs incoming students with PolyU students to get the most out of living in Hong Kong, Taiwan or Chinese Mainland to provide an additional opportunity for cultural exchange. Accommodation is guaranteed. Buddy programme pairs incoming students with PolyU students to get the most out of living in Hong Kong, Taiwan or Chinese Mainland to provide an additional opportunity for cultural exchange. Accommodation is guaranteed. Buddy programme pairs incoming students with PolyU students to get the most out of living in Hong Kong, Taiwan or Chinese Mainland to provide an additional opportunity for cultural exchange.

PolyU International Summer School

It is an 8-week programme of study and an enjoyable way to extend your academic knowledge. This school provides PolyU students and exchange students from all around the world a chance to take PolyU courses and gain a unique international experience.

PolyU Top 10 Subjects

- Art and Design
- Built Environment
- Business Management
- Computer Science
- Economics
- Electronic and Information Engineering
- English and Communication
- Hospitality and Tourism Management
- Logistics and Maritime Studies
- Mathematics

The Hong Kong Polytechnic University is ranked 6th in QS Top 50 Under 50 Ranking 2021.

**NETWORK**

- 25,000+ academic partners worldwide
- 420+ academic and research staff exchange
- 690+ students exchange annually
- 2,000+ overseas experience

**PARTNERSHIPS**

- English exchange
- Guaranteed
- Centrally
- Vibrant

**CAMPUS**

- English as the medium of instruction
- Extensive study and social facilities
- International student
- Financial aid

**APPLICATION PROCESS**

1. Submit your online application
2. Apply for accommodation
3. Receive your visa

**OPPORTUNITIES @ PolyU**

Exchange students have ample opportunities to go beyond your study and discover the world. There are 38 exchange programmes in various fields to make your time at PolyU as rewarding as possible.

**PolyU Instagram**

@PolyU

MY EXCHANGE

@PolyU

#StudyatPolyU #LongFlight #Worthwhile
#GlobalCitizen #ExchangeToHongKong
#economics #DoorsofOpportunities #FromBrazilToHongKong

Manuela Magalhães

USA | Fashion Institute of Technology

Vanessa Watson

Brazil | University of Sao Paulo

Manuela Magalhães

Nearly 60% of apparel production takes place in Asia. As the best part of the world, I'd love to experience the lifestyle, technology and culture of Hong Kong, which is really interesting to hear about a country from the viewpoint of a local.

Patryk Cetnarski

Italy | UNIMORE

Singapore | National University of Singapore

Terrence Chai

#OtherSideoftheWorld
#APlaceToDiscover

#Pioneer
#Empowered
#productmgntinfashion

#fashion
#FullCreditTransfer

#HK
for myself.

#HongKong
to experience the lifestyle, technology and culture of Hong Kong, which is really interesting to hear about a country from the viewpoint of a local.